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“This year we need to believe in hope more than ever before. ” - Kathy Ricker

A Word from Team Member Management
The year 2020 is ending and bringing with it hope for a brighter
new year.
‘Tis the season of hope!
The holiday season is fast approaching! Naturally, this is a season
of joy and happiness. Families and friends gather to celebrate
traditions and count blessings for the successes and challenges
of a year gone by. The holidays invariably bring about feelings of
hope for a brighter new year.
The year 2020 will forever be in the annals of history for every
country in the world. The hardships and challenges we faced this
year were unprecedented.
Our lifestyles incorporated new words, such as quarantine,
self-isolation and lockdowns. Our way of living was disrupted,
routines cancelled, careers slowed and educational goals
delayed. We watched as the world shut down.
We changed our way of life in so many ways this year. We shop for
our food and goods differently, we wash and sanitise our hands,
homes, offices and cars. We wear masks out in public. Healthcare
workers turned into heroes, parents became teachers and
commuters learned to work from home. Pilots were grounded
and factories were shut down. We have accepted and complied
with new public health standards. Now we watch as the world is
slowly adapting and overcoming this historical pandemic.

This year we need to believe in hope more than ever before.
There are now vaccines, so let us hope for a speedy distribution.
Let us hope for our economies to thrive and for racial equality.
Hope for careers to resume and businesses to thrive once again.
Hope that we will be reunited with family from afar. Hope that
we can stop living under the threat of this virus.
As 2020 draws to a close, we can welcome the New Year
grounded in the truth that 2021 will be fantastic! It must be,
nothing could be worse than 2020, right?
On behalf of the Kenyon family, best wishes to you for a hopeful
holiday season.
Happy Holidays!

Kathy
Team Member Manager

Although 2020 was a year of adversity, it was also a year of
remarkable endurance. Team Members once again proved how
important they are to Kenyon by their willingness to deploy
during a pandemic.
Sadly, we may not be able to celebrate the holidays in our
traditional ways or gather with family and friends, but we can
embrace the power of hope.

Kathy Ricker
Team Member Manager

Kathy joined Kenyon in 2015. She
is responsible for recruiting and
on-boarding new Team Members,
maintaining their contact and license
information and ensuring that they
have all the information needed for
immediate deployment. In summary,
she matches the wide range of skills
that Team Members bring to Kenyon
with the critical roles needed during
an incident.

Worldwide Team Member Virtual Training
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Day 2 of Team Member training in the Middle East.

The most notable accomplishment for this year was the creation
of virtual training sessions, led by our Humanitarian Services
Manager, Otibho Edeke-Agbareh. Due to the pandemic, she
had to cancel previously scheduled live training events, but as
Otibho is committed to delivering training worldwide, she was
able to adapt the training material for virtual sessions and put
together an ambitious plan to deliver training to six different
regions. Surprisingly, the virtual platform proved most effective
as she was able to reach Team Members in very remote corners
of the globe. Attendance exceeded our expectations. Thank
you to everyone who has attended the sessions so far.
Please do not worry if you were unable to join a training session
this year, we are developing a similar programme for 2021
with the TMRCs leading training. We are planning to develop
courses in Personal Effects Processing, DVI and Repatriations.
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Team Members by the Numbers: The Last Five Years
Function			2015			

2020			

Growth

Team Members
Functional Positions
Anthropologists/Archaeologists
Forensic Sciences
Languages
Funeral Industry
Mental Health/SAT/Medical
Search & Recovery/PE
Admin/Data Management/RM

2468
8015
659
364
68
436
784
919
1863

47% Increase
170% Increase
147% Increase
82% Increase
No Increase
80% Increase
124% Increase
174% Increase
218% Increase
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1670
2958
250
200
68
243
350
335
585

Operational Update

By: Ultan Kenny, Kenyon Senior Director, Operations

UK Foreign & Commonwealth
Office

Aftermath of Beirut Chemical
Explosion

Map Depicting Nagorno-Karabakh
Conflict

Kerala Airport Incident Credit:
Shijith Sreedhar/Associated Press

We know our Team Members like to get updates of Kenyon activities. It helps with understanding the nature of our activities and
potentially where you may be asked to help.
In June’s newsletter, we covered several activations and since then we have continued to be busy. Those who attended the recent
Operations Update Webinar will recall some of the activations below:
Kenyon put in a small operational team into a County
Morgue facility in the state of New York to help manage
their pandemic demand.
Following the sad passing of a UK Foreign Office staff
member in eastern Europe, due to Covid-19, Kenyon was
activated to manage the repatriation. This was a complex
operation, as it was the first such repatriation under
pandemic conditions.
A stockpile of ammonium nitrate exploded in the port of
Beirut, ripping through the city’s infrastructure, killing over
200, injuring thousands and making an estimated 300,000
homeless. Kenyon was asked by a client to help manage
the impact on their employees and families by providing
mental health counselling.

Conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh has resurfaced recently,
and as with many such conflicts, ordinary people find
themselves stuck in the middle. A client with staff based
in the area has asked Kenyon to provide mental health
counselling to support their employees and families.
A client’s plane overran a runway at Kozikhode Airport in
India, killing 21 and injuring many. Kenyon was activated
to manage the personal effects of those involved in the
incident.
A team drawn from India and the UK responded to the
incident. Travelling, logistics and operations all proved
difficult in a pandemic environment, and with the incident
located in a Covid-19 containment area, managing the
Team’s wellbeing was a constant challenge needing
excellent discipline.

Activations can be difficult, unpleasant and physically and emotionally challenging. However, they can be rewarding at the same
time, a point that was regularly shared by Team Members after these incidents.
I was lucky enough to meet and work with many of the Team Members who responded this year, the majority on their first
Kenyon response. It is quite striking how, despite the adversity, Kenyon Team Members rise to the challenge, adapt their skills
and experience and make a difference.
Several Team Members have requested further training to prepare for an incident. As mentioned previously, Humanitarian
Services Manager Otibho Edeke-Agabareh developed FAC and SAT web training sessions for six world regions.
We understand that many of you may not have been able to attend; therefore, I would ask for your patience as we are looking at
offering more remote training next year. I would also remind you of the Kenyon Online Learning Centre, which can be accessed
via Kathy Ricker.
Hopefully, we will meet someday. Until then stay safe, I hope you have a good Christmas and New Year.
And of course, thanks for being a Team Member.
Ultan Kenny is Kenyon’s Senior Director,
Operations. He is responsible for maintaining
the operational readiness of Team Members,
equipment, procedures, logistics and the
management of incidents. Ultan has worked
globally in the aviation industry for 35 years.
He is an expert in emergency response and
contingency planning.
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Team Member Spotlight: Crisis Management Centre

(From Top Left) Iwan Witt, Clare Pascucci, Conor Prendergast, Natalie Fairchild, Victoria Hardwidge, Sam Bunney,
Otibho Edeke-Agbareh, Nikki Ahern, Pauline Rayner and Ultan Kenny

This year challenged our operational capabilities at a staggering level. The spotlight for this year must be given to the incredible
staff in our Bracknell office.
The Crisis Management Centre (CMC) is the base support of every operation. The CMC is managed by full-time Kenyons and
Team Members. The functions are vast, including, but not limited to, arranging travel, logistics, accounting, and communications.
The team pulled together during this challenging time. They worked diligently and intelligently for long hours. It was amazing to
witness such incredible acts of dedication and selflessness to accomplish the goals of each operation.
The challenges we faced due to the pandemic were unique and required extraordinary precautions to ensure our teams stayed
safe and healthy. Notable accomplishments were that Operations Manager Iwan Witt, alongside IT Manager Eric Lowell, managed
to transfer the CMC offices to another, more spacious, location to comply with social distancing guidelines and set up remote
activation capabilities. They were able to make these in the midst of several incidents.
Kenyon successfully supported seven Covid-19 related incidents within a span of six months, several of which occurred
simultaneously. The operations staff did all of this with outstanding professionalism and fortitude. We greatly appreciate Clare,
Conor, Iwan, Natalie, Nikki, Otibho, Pauline, Sam, Victoria and Ultan!
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The Kerala Airport Incident: A Testimonial
By: Dr. Rohan A. Gawali

This year, the entire earth came to a standstill because of the unprecedented challenge and healthcare
crisis posed by Covid-19. The world was in a state of lockdown. The international borders of virtually
all nations were sealed as a containment measure, resulting in large numbers of travellers stranded
in foreign lands. A good number of Indians travel to Gulf countries, especially to Dubai, UAE, for
work and business. The Government of India launched a mission called ‘Vande Bharat Mission’ to
bring back Indians stranded in different countries in May 2020. One of the flights of the mission,
scheduled on 7th Aug 2020, took off from Dubai International Airport with nearly 200 people onboard, including 184 passengers, loads of luggage and their long-awaited dreams of uniting with
family (as it was a repatriation flight!). Unfortunately, during the landing attempt, the flight overshot
the destination runway and crashed.

Dr. Rohan A. Gawali

At the time of the incident, India was the third most Covid-19-affected country, after Brazil and the US. While writing this article, it
sits at number two and is still rising! I can imagine the challenges the UK team had to face to enter a country topping the Covid-19
charts. A similar situation was there for me and the other Team Members from Pune. My city, Pune, leads the entire country
in the number of Covid-19 patients. It was an instantaneous and, at the same time, brave decision to accept the deployment. I
appreciate the UK team and my fellow Indian teammates for the same courage.
The challenges of the deployment included:
1.

Transport across different states was restricted due to
Covid-19 pandemic. We had to apply for and secure
several passes.

6.

Biological hazard from the pandemic was present over the
entire deployment duration.

Chemical hazard from vapours of various leaked hydraulic
fluids and from the emission of exhaust gases from the
motorised saws/tools used by the engineering team to
gain access to the cargo hold.

2.

7.

Additional biological hazard from infested baggage. Almost
all passengers were carrying large quantities of food such
as chocolates, dates, dry fruits, etc., which spread all over
the incident site and began rotting due to damp conditions.

The aircraft was on a slope, there was a potential risk of
destabilisation and subsequent sliding down. The tail
section of the aircraft was on a slope at a steep angle.

3.

8.

4.

Physical hazard from sharp and broken pieces of aircraft
at the crash site.

Fire hazard from the aviation fuel still present in the wings.
A Rosenbauer fire truck was on standby at all times, just
in case.

9.

5.

Electrical hazard from electrical lines dangling around,
some of which may have been hot.

Extreme weather in the form of alternating spells of
intense heat, rains and overcast cloudy environment made
sure we were always wet inside our Tyvek suits.

10. Insects, snakes and howling wolves were also present.

The greatest challenge of all was the saddening realisation that some owners of the personal effects we recovered did not make
it. The problems didn’t end there. The last challenge of the deployment was getting back home safely, respecting all the state
Covid-19 guidelines.
The year 2020 is nothing short of a rollercoaster ride and for us, the “6039 Squad”, the August portion of the rollercoaster was
experienced in Kozhikode.
All the Team Members took on these challenges in stride and completed the task well in time. The deployment was fulfilling and
highly successful. Kudos to the team!

Breach of Contract Reminder
Speaking to the media is strictly forbidden. A breach of this nature can cause undue harm to our families and our clients. Refer
to clause 6 in the Team Member contract, which states not to write letters, papers or articles on any matters relating to
membership of Kenyon without prior written permission from Kenyon. Please be aware that before you publish any
documents that contain reference to Kenyon it must be reviewed and approved by our leadership team. This is also true of
any posts or groups you may form on social media. You cannot use the Kenyon logo or any other form of Kenyon branding
without permission. A media breach is subject to termination, so please ask for permission first!
Please email tminfo@kenyoninternational.com if you wish to submit a request for permission or if you have any questions.
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WELCOME
NEW TEAM MEMBERS

On behalf of everyone at Kenyon, “Welcome!”

Abdallah Qaddoura		
Abdelrahman Alaskar		
Aishwarya Tiwari			
Ali Raza 				
Alyson Wilson			
Anca Iliescu				
Anthony Ward			
Anuradha Soni			
Arnold Vaughan			
Arti Varshney			
Avinash SR				
Azia Ameen				
Bharati Mehta			
Camilo Olivieri			
Ekaterina Eramasova		
Emily Edge Biersdorf		
Erine Coolkens			
Fintan Godkin			
Georgii Zadorozhnikov		
Gopal Soni				
Ian Holt				
Kirill Olifirenko			

Contact:
Americas +1 281 872 6074
Europe +44 1344 316 650
Middle East and Africa +961 1 609 839

Jordan
Jordan
India
Ethiopia
Australia
Belgium
UK
India
Canada
India
India
India
India
US
Russia
US
Belgium
UK
Russia
India
UK
Russia

Lin Tai-Drebert			
Maria Clarke				
Maxine Thomson			
Michael Kelly			
Mike Rennie				
Neralla Suresh Anand		
Nuwar Share			
Ranya Ghazi				
Roshan Chaudhary			
Sadam Abumdaighem		
Shalini Kapur			
Shivani Basnet			
Simon Dyer				
Sophie Zych-Watson		
Stuart Matheson			
Sunil Kapoor 			
Susan Brown			
Sze Kwok				
Udit Singh				
Updesh Kapur			
William McPherson		

US
Belgium
UK
UK
UK
India
Jordan
UK
Nepal
Jordan
India
India
UK
UK
UK
India
US
UK
India
UK
UK

Follow us for more
Kenyon updates:
www.Kenyoninternational.com

